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Abstract : This paper analyse Introduction, Theoretical Framework of Crime Against women, Indian legal 
system, Empowering women, conclusion. Crime is serious social problem and crimes are committed in all 
societies.  Legally speaking crime is an institutional act or omission in violation of criminal law without defense 
or justification.  Socially crime is seen as behaviour or an activity that disregards social code & threatens the 
social order.  Crime against women on the other hand has a ‘gender’ dimension to it.  They become victims of a 
criminal act because of their ‘sex’ – the fact that they were women.  Much of criminal acts against women are 
not even recognized by society as being criminal, such a as dowry, glorification of sati, sexual – harassment and 
hence continue being practiced unabated despite ban being exposed through progressive legislations and 
severe punishments. 

Theoretical frame work of crime against women: 
Crimes against women are rape, dowry atrocities, 
molestation, sexual harassment, kidnapping, 
abduction, and immoral traffic in women & girl, 
female infanticide and feticide.  These acts of violence 
against women have been around for an awfully long 
time.  But it has only really come out into the open in 
recent years due to the incessant work done by 
women movement, NGOs, media & also by positive 
steps taken by government agencies to empower 
women.  
Violence is seen as the most shocking yet most 
common manifestation of gender – inequality in 
society.  It is found everywhere in developing as well 
as developed countries, in the home and in the  wider   
community,  in  peace time as well in war and 
conflict.  Crime against women takes place in a 
planned, systematic and sustained way.  Even if it 
happens at the heat of the moment, it reflects deep 
seated discrimination and disrespect for women as 
human beings. 
Statistics showing crime against women is on rise all 
over the world.  Of the total crimes reported in the 
country 7% constitute crime against women.  
Considering our social structure which promotes and 
impacts women to be ‘silent’ and much of criminal 
behavior against women go unreported the data is 
indeed alarming.  Rapid urbanization, 
industrialization, movement of people from the 
countryside to the growing cities, the growth of 
slums, widening spheres of occupational and social 
activities, commoditization of women, their indecent 
portrayal in movies, their indecent portrayal in 
movies, wide circulation of pornographic material 
each has inadvertently contributed to the criminality 
against women. 
Indian Legal System: Indian criminal justice system 
makes rape cognizable, non – bailabel & non- 
compoundable offence.  In order to ensure protection 
of women against rape, the criminal law 
(Amendment Act) 1983 amended rape law.  It 
provides for deterrent punishment (IPC 376) and 
more so in case of public servants, custodian of jail, 

homes etc. (IPC 376 BCC), prohibits publishing rape 
victim’s name, (IPC 286), shifted onus of proof on 
accused (Indian Evidence Act 111A).  Supreme Court 
has upheld that corroboration is not essential in rape 
cases considering the nature of crime.  Despite having 
a legal mechanism, its difficult for women to get 
justice, it’s difficult for women to get justice, due to a 
lack of basic sympathy for rape victims.  In 84 of 
every 100 cases of rape, victims knew the offenders.  
Certain changes are urgent in this regards.  Making 
medical examination of victim a legal duty and its 
neglect an offence would help in establishing the 
crime.  Speedy disposal of case, free legal aid, 
counseling and rehabilitation for the victims are 
called for.  Marital rape must also be given 
recognition as has been done by many western 
countries. 
Dowry atrocities range from physical and mental 
torture of brides – bride beating, bride – burning, 
forcing her to commit suicides.  A person guilty of 
giving or taking dowry is punishable with 
imprisonment for a term of 6 months to 2 years.  
Section – 406 prescribes imprisonment upto three 
years for criminal breach of trust.  This provision is 
invoked by women to file cases against their 
husbands and in laws for retrieval of dowry.  Section 
304B, creates a new category of crime called dowry 
death.  This section states that if the death of a 
woman is caused by burns of bodily injury or occurs 
under abnormal circumstances within 7 years of her 
marriage, such a death would be called dowry death 
and husbands and relatives would be deemed to have 
caused her death.  Under section 133B Indian 
evidence Act, the court shall presume that the 
accused is guilty unless be can prove otherwise.  
Under such cases accused are frequently denied 
anticipatory or even regular bail. 
In most regions of the world, women slightly out 
number men.  For instance in Europe the girl: boy 
ratio is 103 to 100.  But in case of south & west Asia 
including India, China & pacific countries women are 
fewer than men to an extant which cannot be 
explained by biological and physical factors along.  
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The reason is to be located in general preference for 
male child resulting into crimes of female infanticide 
and female feticide. 
The male-female ratio is reflective of widespread 
practice of female infanticide and female feticide in 
almost all the regions of India and among all the 
communities regardless of their economic of 
educational status.  Scientific breakthrough such as 
non-determination and sex – selection methods have 
proved to be instruments of perpetrating gender 
inequality.  Cases of female infanticide are seldom 
reported to police and also it is difficult to prosecute 
in such cases as the whole family or community is 
involved.  The change is required in the mindset of 
the people, through education, information and 
sensitization.  Indian penal code section – 315, 
provides for imprisonment up to 10 years for act done 
with intent to prevent child being born alive or to 
cause it to die after birth.  Pre – natal Diagnostic 
Techniques (Regulation & prevention of Misuse) Act 
1994 is a progressive piece of legislation aimed at 
elimination the social evil of female feticide.  Prenatal 
diagnostic technique can be conducted and genetic 
counseling can be offered only by such clinics, 
laboratories and counseling centers registered under  
the Act for  detection and treatment of fetal 
abnormalities.  Disclosure of sex of the fetus is 
prohibited and punishment are provided for violation 
of the law.  Due to the fact that there is deep – seated 
bias in India against girl child, and the unethical and 
illegal connivance between medical officers and 
families, such progressive acts have also remained 
worthless scrap of paper.  Considering statistics, there 
were only 87 cases of infanticide and 61 cases of 
feticide reported in 2015.  However this is not 
reflective of the pervasiveness of crime as majority of 
cases go unreported. 
Sexual harassment is another such all pervasive crime 
committed against women’s body and psyche.  It is 
found in every region and perpetuated by men of all 
classes and age group.  Delhi has emerged as most 
unsafe place for women this point of view and 
Calcutta has the distinction of being the safest one.  
Section 354 IPC makes  outraging of modesty of 
women cognizable offence with imprisonment up to 
2 years and fine.  Besides, Bombay and Delhi Police 
Acts empower police to take action against indecent 
and riotous behavior on the street, willful exposure or 
indecent language.  Yet, women find it difficult to 
report as the victims, their parents and guardian do 
not want to get involved in police investigation and 
court proceedings lest the family be put to shame.  
Police is also callous in registering such ‘petty’ issues.  
Even reported offenders are seldom punished as 
courts are unwilling to take only the victim’s words as 
proof and asks for physical evidence, proof of 
intention or witness. Above all it is the delay and 

lengthy court proceedings which discourage even 
most determined women to move ahead with the 
case.  Sexual harassment at work place has been 
recognized by the supreme court in famous 
“Vishakha judgment” it remains to be implemented 
in letter and spirit, before victims of sexual 
harassment by those in position of power, could think 
of getting justice. 
National commission for women has come out with a 
code of conduct based on the Supreme Court’s 
“Vishakha Judgment” to ensure healthy gender 
sensitive environment at work place, yet its 
implementation remains largely at the will of the 
organization and institutions.  Millions of women 
continue to suffer humiliation and battering at home, 
despite having stringent law in their favor.  In 1983 
section 498 A IPC defined a new cognizable offence 
namely cruelty by husband or relatives of husband.  
Under this provision police has no option but to take 
action once such a complaint is registered by the 
victim or any of her relatives.  The definition of 
cruelty here is not just confined to causing grave 
injury, bodily harm or danger to life, limb or physical 
health but also included mental health, harassments 
and emotional torture.  This law takes particular 
cognizance of harassment, where it occurs with a 
view to coercing wife  to meet any lawful demand.  
For years after the law has come into existence, the 
police would refuse to register cases under 498  A 
unless specific allegations of dowry harassment were 
made.  However determined action by women’s 
organization ensured that this section came to be 
used in all situations of cruelty and violence.  But 
complainants are encouraged by lawyers and even 
police to include dowry demand as the main cause of 
cruelty, making the crime look India’s in nature.  
While in reality domestic violence  is common to 
most societies in the world. 
New legislation on domestic violence, takes 
recognition of the fact that the conviction and 
imprisonment of husband may not be the best 
solution to the problem of a victimized wife.  It 
recognizes problems of  women, children and other 
family members living in atmosphere of violence.  It 
has provision for security against domestic violence 
by obtaining protection, residence and monetary 
relief orders. 
Crime report published by National Crime record 
bureau, Ministry of Home Affairs shows that women 
& children are general target for kidnappers and 
abductors.  Kidnapping can be for begging, extortion, 
murder, forceful marriage, importation to a foreign 
country, prostitution etc., and offence of kidnapping 
is covered under IPC section 361 to 372.  Punishment 
varies between 361 to 372.  Punishment varies 
between imprisonment for life to 10 years of 
imprisonment. 
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Kidnapped or abducted women are usually sold for 
prostitution or marriage.  Trafficking in girl has been 
frequency reported both at inter state and 
international level.  It is ironic that in a gang of 
kidnappers women constitute more than 75 per cent.  
Annually, thousands of women and girls from 
Bangladesh and Nepal enter India from different 
checkpoints and get dispersed in brothels in different 
parts of the country.  The economic deprivation of 
women has been responsible for large scale 
trafficking in women and girls.  A study of figures of 
cases reported under the Immoral Traffic 
(prevention) Act implies that prostitution thrives in 
Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh and Karnataka as 90% 
of the cases are reported from here.  Both the 
immoral Traffic (Prevention) Act and the Indecent 
Representation of women Act are comprehensive 
laws but these were made without repealing 
provisions in existing laws in the states and that of 
the Indian penal code.  Consequently, investigating 
officers take advantage of more lenient provisions of 
old laws to book cases.  It is possible to herd a dozen 
women accused of prostitution and get them fined Rs 
25 each under an exiting law.  This is cakewalk in 
comparison to the elaborate investigation required 
under Immoral Traffic Prevention Act to book 
financiers, brokers, building owners and clients of 
prostitutes.  ITPA – 1986 does not prohibit but 
intends to curb prostitution.  Surprisingly female 
prostitutes are treated as criminals but not males or 
their clients.  It indeed calls for rethinking. 
Looking at crimes such as robbery and dacoity, 
women are prime targets because of the jewelry they 
keep at home and also robbers attack a house at a 
time when women are likely to be alone.  Even in case 
of murder, one in every five murders in 2015 was of 
women.  This added up to 7,812 murders disputes, 
love intrigues, dowry & gains are the major reasons 
for murdering women. 
Women are placed at an increased risk of gender 
based violence at times of armed conflict, communal 
violence, ethnic strife etc.  women activist affirm that 
women’s bodies are targeted as symbols of their 
community honor and as a means to assault the 
dignity and integrity of the whole community.  They 
are made victims both by private individual as well as 
officials who are appointed as well as officials who are 
appointed to enforce law & order situation.  
Narratives provided by women victims in Gujarat as 
well as eyewitnesses to National Commission for 
Women as well as National Human Right 
Commission bear testimony to the fact.  Women have 
been targeted during riots be it in post – partition 
riots, Hindu – Sikh riots of 1984, riots following 
demolition of Babrimosque.  This phenomena is not 
confined to India alone.  Northern Ireland during its 
long history of conflict has witnessed unprecedented 

crime against women.  During these years of conflict 
violence against women have gone unreported.  A 
European commission on enquiry in former 
Yugoslavia reported that more than 50,000 women 
and girls have been molested during the conflict.  In 
Rawanda, it has been reported that rape was a rule 
and its absence was exception.  Examples abound of 
such gender based sexual crimes and unfortunately 
much of it goes unreported. 
Empowering Women: Even as crimes against 
women are on the rise, the number of police women 
available to tackle these cases is woefully inadequate.  
As many as 18 states have strength of less than 1000 
each.  Maharashtra is in the lead with 4,345 
policewomen.  The share of armed police is 0.39%.  
They exist only in a few states MP, HP, J&K, Assam, 
Goa & Delhi.  They are saddled with important tasks 
and issues relating to search, arrest, custody of 
women witnesses etc., in such a situation they are 
hardly available to tackle cases where women are 
victim.  The government has created crime against 
women cells, which is a positive step in handling 
cases of women.  The requirement is female 
constables and investigating officers at every thana to 
look into complaints and problems of female victims.  
This would provide ‘women’s perspective’ to law 
enforcement agency which is patriarchal and 
dominated by chauvinistic attitude. 
Further, in order to sensitize police on women’s issue 
they should be put through a refresher course 
preferably run by women’s organization.  Legal Aid 
system should be strengthened especially in rural 
areas and small towns.  Creating legal awareness 
through producing books, pamphlets, media – 
campaigning would create public awareness.  Such 
endeavors by women’s organizations, NGOs has seen 
remarkable success.  Efforts on the part of 
government agencies will indeed have wider coverage 
and resource availability. 
No doubt, there has been a series of legal reforms 
undertaken with a view to curb crime against women.  
But much of it has often proved to be mechanistic, 
and even counter productive due to hasty manner of 
their legislations with numerous loophotes.  Also 
such laws retain much of society’s class, caste, gender 
discrimination and hence fails to do justice with 
women victims.  For laws to be relevant in lives of all 
women, new laws must replace outdated and 
inadequate ones.  Laws must recognize resource less 
status of women, unequal relationship between men 
and women within class & caste, between women and 
state and strength of overriding patriarchal ideology 
in society.  Only then will the legal reform yield 
desirable results.  Though it has been widely accepted 
by women’s groups and others that laws cannot 
fundamentally alter the social status of women, but a 
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good law can instead raise the consciousness of 
people against discrimination against women. 
Conclusion: Crime against women, has been viewed 
by women’s groups, social activists and academics as 
instances of violence – direct, indirect, brutal as well 
subtle.  This has provided theoretical framework to 
view specific – social structure responsible for crime 
against women.  Today the campaigns are organized 
against all forms of violence against women – rape, 
domestic violence, sexual harassment, death of 
women even before birth, violence during riots & 
communal unrest. 
Such cases of violence against women are challenge 
for a civilized society and important human right 
issue and hence must be taken up at all the levels, by 
both men and women.  Violence creates environment 
of fear, breeds frustration, powerlessness, inefficiency 
among victims.  In such a circumstance, the goal of 
empowering women will continue to elude us.  
Though, generally it has been seen that women 
victims have to “go on with life” attitude considering 
the soico – cultural set up which often terms victims 
into the curpirt, there are no lack of instances where 
women have stood against all odds to expose violator.  
Protests by civil societies and social groups in support 
of victims have in many instances forced police to 
take formidable steps. 
The Narendra Modi government, on coming to power 
had claimed women’s safety as a priority.  Present 

government has proactively token a number of 
initiatives Beti Bachao, Beti Padhao, Sukanya 
Samridhi Yojana, Pratyaksh Hanstantrit Labh direct 
benefit transfer scheme, Pradhan Mantri Ujjawal 
Yojana, Mobile APP ‘Himaat’, Panic Button in Mobile 
Phones for empowering women in India. The union 
ministry of women and child development, there was 
proposed 660 one stop crisis centers across the 
country, at least one in each district.  But later, the 
government slashed the budget and allowed only 36 
such centers to be built on a pilot basis, with Raipur 
hosting the first official one in the country. The one 
top crisis centre is an initiative of the women and 
child development ministry under the Nirbaya Fund.  
The first Nirbhaya centre, built at Rs.37.69 Lakh, has 
come up in Raipur, Chhattisgarh.  This centre also 
has a 24-hour helpline service for distress and rescue 
calls.  The Nirbhaya centers will provide free aid and 
assistances medical, police and legal and temporary 
accommodation to women affected by violence. 
While addressing a gathering of 50,000 women on 
the inauguration day in Raipur on July 16, 2015 union 
Minister for women and child development Maneka 
Gandhi said “whether domestic violence or 
harassment on public transport, women in India are 
fearful about where to go, who to turn to police 
blame women, or the judge in the court asks intrusive 
questions.  We thought the one-stop centre would be 
a solution to that” (The Week, p.26). 
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